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Insider Threat Program Development Training Course Overview

- This specialized Instructor Led Insider Threat Program Development Training Course was developed in response to the many recent data breaches affecting the U.S. Government (WikiLeaks, NSA Breach) and businesses. The course provides organizations with a proven, comprehensive and structured Insider Threat Program Risk Management Framework for detecting and mitigating Insider Threats.
- The Insider Threat Program Development Training Course was designed specifically for Defense Industrial Base (DIB) Contractors required to implement an Insider Threat Program per the requirements of NISPOM Conforming Change 2.
- The Insider Threat Program Development Training Course fills the gaps that ALL OTHER security certification fail to address, The Insider Threat. There are numerous security certifications that attempt to set baseline knowledge and skill standards for positions in Cyber Security, Information Assurance, Information Security, Information Systems Security, IT / Networking Security, etc. But none of these certifications address the knowledge and skill-sets an individual needs to manage or support an organizations Insider Threat Program. How can an organization be certain that the individual(s) they are placing in Insider Threat Program positions, or that support the Insider Threat Program have the required skills sets and education needed to perform their jobs?

Insider Threat Program Development And Implementation Training Requirements

- The Insider Threat Program Development Training Course was developed in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13587, National Insider Threat Policy (NITP), NISPOM Conforming Change 2-Insider Threat Draft and other supporting regulations.
- The Insider Threat Program Development Training Course will meet and exceed the NITP and NISPOM requirements for establishing an Insider Threat Program.

Insider Threat Program Requirements For Defense Industrial Base (DIB) Contractors

- Insider Threat Program requirements for DIB contractors are based off of National Insider Threat Policy Minimum Standards.
- NISPOM Conforming Change 2 will require DIB contractors to have Insider Threat Programs.
- It is anticipated that NISPOM Conforming Change 2 will be signed in 2016. Once signed and released DIB contractors will have 6 months for implementation.
- **NISPOM Conforming Change 2 Has 6 Key Requirements DIB Contractors Must Meet:**
  1. Establishment Of An Insider Threat Program
  2. Designation Of A Insider Threat Program Senior Official
  3. Reporting Indications Of An Insider Threat
  4. Providing Records Pertinent To Insider Threat
  5. Insider Threat Training For Insider Threat Program Personnel / Insider Threat Awareness Training For Workforce
Insider Threat Program Development Training Course Objectives / Purpose
The Insider Threat Program Development (ITPD) Training Course is a 2 day course. The course is well structured and comprehensive. **Cost: $1,395.00**

*Note: The ITPD Training Course Can Be Customized To Fit Your Organizations Requirements.*

**Key Training Objectives - Students Will Learn**
- Insider Threat Terminology
- How Damaging And Costly An Insider Threat Incident Can Be (Various Examples, Case Studies)
- The Behavioral Indicators Of Concern To An Insider Threat Program (Witting, Unwitting)
- The Security Policies And Procedures Needed To Build A Foundation Of Security For The Protection Of The Organization Assets And Insider Threat Risk Mitigation
- The Importance Of Gaining Buy-In From Senior Management And Defining The Scope Of An Insider Threat Program
- The Essential Elements Needed For Successful Insider Threat Program Development And Insider Threat Risk Mitigation
- How To Develop An Insider Threat Program Per NISPOM Conforming Change 2 Requirements
- Why Going Beyond NISPOM Conforming Change 2 Requirements Is Essential For Successful Insider Threat Risk Mitigation
- How To Create An Insider Threat Risk Management Framework / Insider Threat Program Hub / Working Group
- What Are The Essential Data Sources That Will Support An Insider Threat Program (Data Collection & Analysis, Technical, Non-Technical)
- How To Develop An Insider Threat Program Policy (Templates Supplied)
- How To Create An Insider Threat Program Concept Of Operations (CONOPS) (Template Supplied)
- The Importance Of Creating Insider Threat Program NDA's, Rules Of Behavior (Template Supplied)
- How To Build Insider Threat Awareness Into The Workforce To Detect And Report Potential Insider Threats (Insider Threat Awareness DVD's Provided)
- How To Detect Activity Indicative Of Insider Threat Behavior With User Activity Monitoring Tools
- How To Handle Insider Threat Inquiries, Investigations & Case Management
- The Technical / Non-Technical Threats That Can Be Utilized By Insiders For Malicious Purposes
- How To Conduct Insider Threat Risk Assessment To Identify Vulnerabilities

**What's Included In The Training?**
**Insider Threat Risk Assessment And Mitigation (ITRAM) Handbook ™ (140+ Pages)**

The ITRAM Handbook Provides;
- Guidance for developing or enhancing an organization’s Insider Threat Program.
- Numerous checklists that provide an organization with the ability to assess its vulnerability to Insider Threats.
- The checklists in this handbook are a series of self-audit questions that point to the presence or absence of policies, procedures, training, safeguards, technologies or best practices that must be considered by Counterintelligence (CI), Security, Information Assurance (IA), Human Resources-Personnel Security and other management personnel as proactive measures to minimize the Insider Threat. These checklists will provide immediate steps, recommendation and best practices that can be taken to further mitigate any damages that could be caused by malicious Insiders.

**Insider Threat Program Development Training Course Student DVD**
The DVD is filled with the training presentations and other useful resources; Insider Threat Program Policy templates, Insider Threat Program Support Personnel Non-Disclosure Agreement template, Insider Threat Program Information Sharing MOU-MOA template, Insider Threat Awareness and Education materials and many other resources to help develop, implement and manage an Insider Threat Program.
Insider Threat Security Specialist Certificate™

The ITSS Certificate will validate and provide confidence to employers that the ITSS;

- Understands the minimum standards and guidance for implementation of an Insider Threat Program per NISPOM Conforming Change 2.
- Can effectively communicate with the many individuals that support an Insider Threat Program / Insider Threat Program Working Group.
- Can conduct Insider Threat Risk Assessment to identify vulnerabilities, and provide actionable risk mitigation strategies to detect, deter and mitigate Insider Threats.

Insider Threat Program Development Training Course Has Been Taught To

Insider Threat Defense is excited to announce that the following organizations / individuals have attended the Insider Threat Program Development Training Course:

| * White House National Security Council | * U.S. Army Enterprise NetOps |
| * FBI | * Army Signal Command |
| * Defense Criminal Investigate Service | * Marine Corps Intelligence Activity |
| * Defense Security Service | * National Nuclear Security Administration |
| * OPM – Federal Investigative Services | * Centers For Disease Control & Prevention |
| * Government Accountability Office | * Texas A&M University |
| * Social Security Administration | * University of Massachusetts Lowell |

* American Express
* Boeing Integrated Information Systems
* Raytheon / Raytheon BBN Technologies
* General Dynamics Mission Systems
* EMC Corporation
* L-3 Communications
* General Electric
* BAE Systems
* Ernst & Young
* MITRE
* Bechtel
* AECOM Technology Corporation
* Stinger Ghaffarian Technologies
* Mercer Engineering Research Center
* Lockheed Martin, Missiles & Fire Control
* AT&T Government Solutions Security
* Booz Allen Hamilton
* RS Microwave Company, Inc
* Mason Harriman Group
* Ames Rubber Corporation
* Microwave Development Laboratories, Inc.
* American Science & Engineering, Inc.
* Hydroid - Kongsberg Maritime
* Solidus Technical Solutions
* QinetiQ North America
* Rochester Electronics
* Mercury Systems, Inc.
* KAMAN Corporation
* LinQuest Corporation
* Fiber Materials Inc.
* Navistar Defense
* Oshkosh Corporation
* Procon Consulting
* MorphoTrust USA
* Applied Communication Sciences
* RIVA Networks
* SciTec, Inc.
* Envision Innovative Solutions, Inc.
* DynCorp International, LLC
* Savit Corporation
* And More -- Full Client Listing

Insider Threat Program Development Training Course / Students Evaluations & Comments

Past students are rating the Insider Threat Program Development Training in the "Above Average" to "Excellent" Category. Student comments are stating that the training is one the most comprehensive, structured, holistic, resourceful and affordable courses available. (References Available Upon Request)

Student Evaluations

Insider Threat Defense Highlights

- ITD is an industry leader in Insider Threat Program Training / Insider Threat Risk Mitigation Services.
- ITD was one of the first companies to offer Insider Threat Program Training to the U.S. Government (DoD, IC), large and small businesses.
- ITD has provided training to 136 companies, and close to 200 individuals. (Insider Threat Program Managers / FSO's, Insider Threat Risk Mitigation Professionals, DSS Reps.)
National Insider Threat Special Interest Group (NITSIG)
The CEO of Insider Threat Defense is the Founder and Chairman of the National Insider Threat Special Interest Group (NITSIG). The NITSIG is one of the largest networks of Insider Threat Risk Mitigation Security Professionals in the U.S. All students who attend the course will become NITSIG Members at **No Charge**, and have access to other NITSIG Members to collaborate with on Insider Threat Risk Mitigation. The NITSIG will provide you with a central source of **continuing education** for Insider Threat Risk Mitigation. For More Information See: [www.nationalinsiderthreatsig.org](http://www.nationalinsiderthreatsig.org)

**Insider Threat Defense - Your Trusted Partner For Insider Threat Risk Mitigation**

Please feel free to call me with any question about the Insider Threat Program Development Training Course.

**Jim Henderson, CISSP, CCISO**
Counterespionage-Insider Threat Program Training Course Instructor
Cyber Security-Information System Security Program Management Training Course Instructor
Cyber Threat-Insider Threat Risk Analyst / Risk Mitigation Specialist
Founder / Chairman Of The National Insider Threat Special Interest Group
888-363-7241 / 561-809-6800
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